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Abstract

Early reconfigurable computers were built with FPGAs loosely coupled to a
host processor. The current generation of research processors uses a tighter cou-
pling and integrates processor core and reconfigurable units on a system-on-chip.
The design of such a hybrid reconfigurable processor entails a multitude of de-
sign parameters and asks for a methodical design approach. In this paper, we
outline a method for the application-driven design of hybrid reconfigurable pro-
cessors. Design decisions are based on quantitative data gathered from simulation
of realistically-sized workloads on cycle-accurate processor models. These sim-
ulations allow performance estimation and comparison of different architectures,
and facilitate codesign of the processor architecture and the compilation technol-
ogy.

1 Introduction

The vision of reconfigurable computing is to combine the flexibility of programmable
processors with the performance characteristics of dedicated hardware. The first sys-
tems built in the early 1990s were enabled by SRAM-based field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) and were quite loosely coupled to a host’s external memory or I/O
buses, e. g. the PCI bus. Currently, reconfigurable units and processors are coupled
tighter in order to minimise the communication bottleneck. Several commercial prod-
ucts are entering the market that combine standard processor cores with reconfigurable
units on system-on-chips (SoCs). Released or announced devices include Triscend’s E5
and A7, Altera’s two Excalibur families, Atmel’s FPSLIC, and Chameleon Systems’
CS2000. In research, the trend goes towards an even stronger coupling of processor
and reconfigurable unit – so-called hybrids. The variety of existing research processors
points to the complexity that the design of dynamically reconfigurable processors en-
tails. A multitude of design parameters exist that characterise the reconfigurable unit
and its integration with a processor core. This complexity asks for a methodical design
approach.

In this paper, we describe a framework that allows to methodically design and eval-
uate hybrid reconfigurable processors. The framework bases on a processor simula-
tor that can be extended with an architectural model of the reconfigurable unit. The
methodology serves three goals:



Table 1: Selection of dynamically reconfigurable processors in research
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Year 1994 1996 1997 1997 1998 1998 1998 1999
Application Domain GP GP GP GP GP MM MM GP
Processor Core R2000 DLX MIPS MIPS-II CompactRISC MIPS-II TinyRISC S-DLX
Status concept emul. concept simul. simul. simul. VLSI emul.
Integration
Coupling RFU RFU RFU coproc. coproc. coproc. coproc. coproc.
Concurrent Operation inher. inher. inher. yes yes yes no yes
Data Transfer R R R R/M R/M/D R R/D R/M
Reconfigurable Unit
Granularity fine fine fine fine fine coarse coarse fine
Multiple Contexts no yes yes yes no yes yes yes
Context Fetching L P C/P P L L P P

• application-driven design: The framework facilitates an application-driven
approach. By focusing on important embedded application domains, we try to
achieve sound performance improvements.

• architecture comparison: The architectures proposed in research can be mod-
elled and evaluated by simulation of realistically-sized workloads.

• processor–compiler codesign: Research on automated code generation for
reconfigurable processors requires an evaluation facility that allows modification
of both processor architecture and compiler back-ends.

Section2 surveys and discusses the main design parameters of hybrid reconfig-
urable processors. Section3 outlines the methodology to design and evaluate reconfig-
urable processors. Section4 presents the ZIPPY project whose mission is to investigate
reconfigurable architectures for the domain of handheld and wearable computers. Sec-
tion 5 summarises and concludes the paper.

2 Design Parameters of Reconfigurable Processors

The main challenges in designing a hybrid reconfigurable processor are the integra-
tion of processor core and reconfigurable unit, the design of the reconfigurable unit
itself, and the hybrid’s programming model. Table1 presents a selection of important
research processors. General parameters are the year of the first major publication,
the application domain (whereGP denotes general purpose andMM multimedia), the
processor core, and the status of the processor development which is either concept,
simulation, emulation or VLSI implementation.

2.1 Integration of Computing Elements

2.1.1 Coupling.

The relative position of processor core and reconfigurable unit determines the type of
applications that benefit most from the hybrid. Generally, a tighter coupling leads to
a smaller communication overhead. Loose couplings thus require bigger amounts of
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Figure 1: Possible couplings of processor core and reconfigurable unit

computation assigned to the reconfigurable unit. Couplings can be classified into the
following three main categories that are illustrated in Fig.1:

• reconfigurable functional unit (RFU): The reconfigurable unit is integrated
into the processor core as any other functional unit.

• coprocessor:The reconfigurable unit is part of the processor and placed next to
the core.

• attached processing unit:The reconfigurable unit is located outside the proces-
sor and connected to a memory or I/O bus.

Most of the past reconfigurable computers use attached processing units. The com-
mercial processors currently entering the market are on the border between attached
units and coprocessors. Although they are integrated with a processor core, caches,
and memories on a SoC, they are not as tightly coupled to the core as coprocessors are.
Characteristics of RFUs and coprocessors are instruction set extensions.

2.1.2 Instructions.

Both RFUs and coprocessors extend the core’s instruction set with customised instruc-
tions. RFU approaches use instructions to initiate reconfiguration of the RFU and to
actually execute the RFU function. Coprocessors additionally include data transfer and
synchronisation instructions. Synchronisation is required whenever two computing el-
ements operate concurrently. RFUs can operate concurrently to other functional units,
because the core’s control logic synchronises activities and controls access to the reg-
ister file (denoted asinherentin Table1). Simple approaches for coprocessors force
the core to stall until coprocessor execution has completed. More advanced techniques
allow concurrency and synchronise by semaphore-like mechanisms.

2.1.3 Operands.

An RFU accesses the core’s register file to read and write data. Coprocessors can use
several options: First, data may be transferred via registers (R). Second, coprocessors
can access the same memory hierarchy as the core (M). Third, to increase the over-
all bandwidth some approaches equip the reconfigurable units with dedicated memory
ports (D). While latter certainly increases bandwidth, it can also lead to data consis-
tency problems.
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2.2 Reconfigurable Unit

2.2.1 Granularity.

The granularity can be either fine-grained or coarse-grained. Fine-grained units use
logic blocks with 2-bit to 4-bit inputs and single flip-flops. These structures are well
suited to implement bit-manipulation operations and random logic. Coarse-grained ar-
chitectures accommodate 8-bit to 16-bit ALUs and registers and are better suited for
regular arithmetic operations on word-sized data found in many multimedia applica-
tions. A parameter strongly related to granularity is configuration size. Given a certain
silicon area for the reconfigurable unit, one can implement many fine-grained elements
or less coarse-grained ones. A large number of fine-grained elements requires more
configuration data than a smaller number of coarse-grained elements.

2.2.2 Interconnect.

The structure of the reconfigurable unit is not only determined by the granularity of the
reconfigurable elements, but also by their interconnect. Reconfigurable elements are
placed in 2-D arrays. The simplest scheme connects each element to its four neighbours
horizontally and vertically. Additional buses may exist that connect all elements in a
row and in a column. However, today most interconnects are hierarchically structured.

2.2.3 Reconfiguration.

Reconfiguration time depends on the configuration size and the location from where
the configuration data has to be read. The goal is single-cycle reconfiguration, i. e. the
whole reconfigurable unit is reprogrammed in a single clock cycle. The data required
to configure the reconfigurable unit is called context. Multi-context devices are able
to store several contexts in a context memory on-chip. The simplest context fetching
mechanism is load on demand, denoted asL in Table1. This mechanism is used by
single-context as well as multi-context units if a configuration is required which is
not present in the context memory. For multi-context architectures there are more
sophisticated fetching mechanisms. A context can be prefetched concurrently to the
execution of the active context (P), or the context memory can be used as cache (C).

2.3 Programming Model

Most current programming environments consist of two separate tool flows, one for
software and one for hardware. Processor code and configuration data for the recon-
figurable units are hand-crafted and wrapped into library functions that are linked with
the user code. This approach is also used to develop applications for most research
processors. Future compilers automatically generate code and configurations from a
general-purpose programming language such asC. Such a compiler constructs a con-
trol flow graph from the source program and then decides which operations will go into
the reconfigurable unit.

3 Design Methodology

The previous section shows the multitude of parameters that the design of a hybrid
reconfigurable processor entails. To handle this complexity, we propose a methodology
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that allows to systematically design and evaluate reconfigurable processors. While
many of today’s research efforts target general-purpose computing, our methodology
facilitates an application-driven design. Although reconfigurable hardware could be
considered as truly generic, research shows that the achieved performance depends
strongly on the application. The reason lies in the multitude of design parameters as
well as in contradictory requirements of the applications. Therefore, we believe that
a domain-specific design approach is reasonable, especially for embedded application
domains which have proved to be a promising field for dynamically reconfigurable
processors. As a consequence, the proposed methodology emphasises the application
aspect. It consists of three main components:

• a benchmark representing the targeted application domain,

• the architecture model of the reconfigurable processor, and

• the programming model of the reconfigurable processor.

A processor simulation environment constitutes the base of the methodology. We
chose SimpleScalar [9], a simulation tool set which implements a MIPS-like processor
architecture. SimpleScalar is a public domain tool set written inC, which provides six
simulators that vary in their detail vs. performance focus. They range from a fast func-
tional simulator to a cycle accurate, out-of-order issue, superscalar processor simulator
whose CPU model can be configured. For our research, we used the most detailed
simulator with the CPU model configured to resemble architectures of modern embed-
ded processors such as StrongARM or TinyRISC, i. e. rather simple one-issue, in-order
CPUs. A key feature of SimpleScalar is its extensibility, which allows to incorporate an
architectural model of the reconfigurable unit into the CPU model to build a simulator
of the overall reconfigurable processor.

3.1 Benchmark

The benchmark represents the targeted application field. As a starting point, a mix of
characteristic applications is chosen and executed on the processor simulator as illus-
trated in Fig.2(a). With the aid of the gathered execution statistics, a function break-
down is derived and the computation intensive parts of the applications, the kernels,
are identified. The execution statistics allow furthermore to compare the applications
among each other and to derive characteristics over the whole application mix. Based
on the simulation results, a subset of the investigated applications is chosen as bench-
mark.

3.2 Architecture Model

The architecture model of the reconfigurable processor consists of SimpleScalar’s CPU
model extended with the model of the reconfigurable unit. It comprises the main design
parameters discussed in Sect.2. Figure2(b) shows the extended simulation environ-
ment. Based on the function breakdown gathered in the previous benchmarking step,
the application kernels are analysed and the characteristics identified.

• operations: The operations can be classified into arithmetic, logic and transfer
functions. The operation mix determines the functionality of the reconfigurable
elements.
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Figure 2: Design methodology: (a) applications are first investigated with the standard
SimpleScalar processor simulator in order to define the benchmark, (b) SimpleScalar
is then extended with the architecture model and the programming model

• bitwidth: The bitwidths of the operations decide about the granularity of the
reconfigurable elements and the interconnect structure of the reconfigurable unit.

• parallelism: The parallelism influences the execution model supported by the
reconfigurable processor. Typical schemes are SIMD, pipelining (systolic) and
MIMD. The parallelism thus affects the basic structure of the reconfigurable unit
as well as the number of contexts being hold on-chip.

• data access patterns:Several typical data access patterns exist. Multimedia
applications often work on streams where data is continuously accessed. An-
other example are matrix operations e. g. in the 2D DCT where data is accessed
column-wise or row-wise. The data access patterns determine the data transfer
mechanism as well as the interconnect structure of the reconfigurable unit.

The goal is to design the reconfigurable processor to best suite the kernels of the bench-
mark applications. Since probably contradictory requirements emerge, a trade-off has
to be found. The methodology outlined in Fig.2(b)allows to quantitatively investigate
and to optimise that trade-off.

3.3 Programming Model

Hand in hand with the architecture design of the reconfigurable processor goes the de-
sign of its programming model – a typical hardware/software codesign challenge. The
programming model reflects the advanced functionality of the processor provided by
the reconfigurable unit. The enhancements of the instruction set architecture (ISA) are
defined such that the compiler can benefit from the processor’s extended functional-
ity. The methodology allows for concurrent development of reconfigurable processor
architecture and compiler back-end.
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4 ZIPPY: A Reconfigurable Processor for the Hand-
held and Wearable Domain

ZIPPY is an ongoing research effort at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)
Zurich. The mission of the ZIPPY project is to develop reconfigurable processor tech-
nology for the domain of handheld and wearable computing and, specifically, to in-
vestigate new trade-offs between performance, power consumption, and system cost.
ZIPPY intends to develop a dynamically reconfigurable processor based on the design
approach discussed in the previous section.

4.1 Application Pool

The application fields multimedia, communications and cryptography outline the tar-
geted domain of handhelds and wearables. ZIPPY’s application pool is composed of
applications from two benchmark suites, MediaBench [10] and CommBench [11].
Additionally, Rijndael is considered, the upcoming Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) [12]. The following list shows the applications, where (M) denotes a member
of MediaBench, (C) a member of CommBench.

Multimedia Communications Cryptography
JPEG(M/C) GSM(M) FRAG(C) Rijndael/AES
MPEG2(M) G721(M) DRR(C) PGP(M)

Epic(M) ADPCM(M) REED(C) Pegwit(M)

ZIP(C) Rasta(M) RTR(C) CAST(C)

4.2 Simulation

The applications have been simulated on SimpleScalar and the execution statistics gath-
ered. For a subset of the application pool, Fig.3 shows the instruction class mix of the
individual applications, the mean over all applications, and, for comparison purposes,
the mean of the SPEC95 benchmark . Figure4 outlines the function breakdown which
helps to identify the computation-intensive kernels of the applications. For example,
the graphic shows thatdist1 is the dominant function in case of ‘MPEG2 encode’.

4.3 Kernel Analysis

The example ofdist1 serves as illustration.dist1 is used in the motion estimation
step of encoding an MPEG2 movie. Thereby, two blocks of typically 16×16 pixels
have to be compared by summing up the absolute differences of corresponding pix-
els. Figure5 shows datapath and calculation formula. The operations are subtraction,
absolute-value computation, and addition. The input values are eight bit, the result 16
bit wide. The absolute differences can be computed fully in parallel, whereas the fi-
nal summation step has to be computed, for example, in a tree-like structure. Data is
accessed block-wise for the two blocks to be compared.

5 Summary and Further Work

The main challenges in designing a hybrid reconfigurable processor are the design
of the reconfigurable unit, its integration with the processor core, and the program-
ming model. We have reviewed the design parameters of such hybrids in detail. The
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Figure 3: Instruction class mix of a subset of ZIPPY’s application pool

Figure 4: Function breakdown of a subset of ZIPPY’s application pool
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Figure 5: Dataflow (left) and calculation formula (right) ofdist1 , the dominant func-
tion in MPEG2 encoding

multitude and variety of parameters indicate the high complexity of reconfigurable
processor design and prove the requirement for a methodical approach. We have pro-
posed a methodology framework that permits to systematically design dynamically re-
configurable processors. The framework bases on SimpleScalar, a standard processor
simulation environment that allows to extend the underlying processor model with an
architectural model of the reconfigurable unit. Since research shows that performance
is strongly application-dependent, the methodology emphasises the application aspect
and facilitates the development of domain-specific architectures. Thus, the methodol-
ogy’s key components are a benchmark that represents the targeted application domain,
an architecture model of the reconfigurable processor and the according programming
model.

ETH’s ZIPPY project follows the proposed methodology in order to develop a dy-
namically reconfigurable processor for the application domain of future handhelds and
wearables. The current status is that a pool of typical applications has been set up and
ported to the SimpleScalar simulation environment. The applications have been simu-
lated and analysed in detail. The next steps are the definition of the benchmark as well
as the development of the architectural processor model and its incorporation into the
SimpleScalar environment.
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